
The Fly Printer – Extended  investigates the increasing interest of the artist 
in the merger of a human, a non-human, and an artificial entity. 

It is based on a previous versions of the Fly Printer developed by L. Beloff. 

It contains biological organisms - fruit flies - that are treated in the work as 
image producing technology and is connected to  an intelligent system with 
a camera and a convolutional neuronal network (CNN) for image recogni-
tion and interpretation. 

In other words, this artwork creates an autonomous system that firstly 
produces images; secondly, a machine vision system observes these 
images that are patterns produced by the flies; and thirdly, a neuronal 
network which interprets these images to itself and to a human observer.

Introduction

This artwork seems to spark the curiosity of people. 
The combination of living organisms with an image recognition network 
shows not only the limitation of neuronal networks to date, but also inspires 
a observer to not only think about how he sees the artwork but also how 
technology sees it.
We were hoping for a more varied set of classifications, but were impressed 
by the high certainties and the emerging images.
Furthermore this work aims to inspire to think about if technology can 
produce original art and if so in which capacity. 

Conclusion

• Variations and improvements on the image processing and light 
conditions.    

•  Applying multiple image modification steps and see how these influence 
the classification outcome, for example connect the dots with splines 
instead of straight lines.

• Adding a poll to each tweet in which people can vote if they can see a 
resemblance between the classification and the picture. 

• Training a CNN on drawings instead of natural images; this might make 
the results of the classification more human-understandable and would 
hopefully also give a larger variety of labels. 

• VR-installation that tracks the flying patterns of the flies in 3D and would 
visualize them in a virtual 3D environment that users then can experience 
by using a VR-headset.
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If you want to know more, feel free to contact me at malenaklaus@gmx.de 
or on Twitter: @dasmalle.

Further Information

 Humans recognize and project meaning to images and objects,  image 
recognition networks however can over-interpret images.  This means that 
it is possible that an image is unrecognizable for a human, but a neuronal 
network still believes it to be a familiar object with high certainty (Nguyen, 
Yosinski & Clune 2015). 
This artwork plays ironically on this problem – the system aims at interpret-
ing images for human viewers that are produced by a fruit fly community and 
which are in the first place unrecognizable for a human perception beyond 
abstraction.
The interpretation of images produced by the fruit fly community is a contin-
uous  process – as the image develops with more dots appearing on the 
paper, the neuronal network refreshes its interpretation regularly.
The current installation runs stable and interprets the processed images 
with certainties up to 80%.
It is tweeting live from the installation on Twitter and can be followed under 
@FlyPrinter.

Results

The fruit flies are flying around in a transparent sphere. Under the sphere is 
a sheet of paper and around the bottom of it lies a tube filled with a colour-
food mixture. 
A camera on top of the installation takes an image every 10 minutes and 
saves it on the laptop’s hard drive. From there a python script takes the 
image, runs some preprocessing tasks on it and feeds it into the CNN. 
The CNN then classifies the image and forwards it to the twitter bot that 
tweets the image together with the best 3 classifiers and their probabilities.  

Materials & Methods


